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Hungarian IT and communications company 4iG plans to buy 51% of Israeli satellite operator Spacecom to jump-start its international space ambitions.
4iG to buy majority of Spacecom in a boost for Hungary’s first commercial satellite
Thales announces the launch of its new ThalesLINK product line of L-band solutions – MissionLINK 200 and VesseLINK 200. These solutions are the first of their kind for Iridium Certus® 200 services, ...
Thales Launches New Line of Satellite Communications Solution
China's Chang'e-4 probe marked the first soft-landing of a spacecraft on the far side of the Moon, which always faces away from Earth. To communicate with ground stations, Chang'e-4 relies on Queqiao, ...
Queqiao: The bridge between Earth and the far side of the moon
The "Following CPC Footprints" series is a travel guide introducing 10 historical sites of great significance to the Communist Party of China (CPC) and recounting the story of the Chinese people's ...
'Following CPC Footprints': Xichang Satellite Launch Center
Kepler Communications raises oversubscribed $60M Series B for satellite communications network. Press Release From: Kepler Communications Posted: Wednesday, June 9, 2021 . Space c ...
Kepler Communications raises oversubscribed $60M Series B for satellite communications network
IoT start-up and satellite software-maker are connecting machines in remote areas, across oceans and in dense metropolitan areas for simple but important messaging.
Skylo, Inmarsat team for first commercial narrowband IoT-over-satellite solution
The Cambridge Research Laboratory of Toshiba Europe today announced the first demonstration of quantum communication over optical fibers exceeding 600 km in length. The breakthrough will enable ...
Demonstration of quantum communication over optical fibers exceeding 600 km
(NASDAQ: VSAT), a global communications company, today announced the first satellite in its ViaSat-3 global constellation, which will serve the Americas and the surrounding oceans regions, has reached ...
Viasat's First ViaSat-3 Satellite Achieves Major Milestone; ViaSat-3 (Americas) Currently at Boeing Undergoing Final Spacecraft Integration and Testin
South Korea will develop over 100 miniature satellites over the next decade to establish a national security monitoring system and testing next-generation network communications. The Ministry of ...
S. Korea to encourage private sector participation in miniature satellite project
The highly modified "RAT 55" bounces around between secretive test bases and is used to collect radar data on stealthy aircraft in-flight.
These Are The Best Images Yet Of "RAT 55," The World's Most Secretive 737
GPS III 5 satellite is a part of an advanced satellite constellation that facilitate a more secure signal for communication and will be launched by SpaceX.
SpaceX Plans To Launch New GPS Satellite For Space Force Using Falcon 9 Rocket
SpaceX sent a GPS satellite into space for the U.S. Space Force Thursday. The Falcon 9 rocket carrying the satellite launched from Launch Complex 40 at Cape Canaveral Space Force Station. The GPS ...
SpaceX sends Space Force GPS satellite into orbit on rocket
He emphasized the importance of the satellite ... communications study. “To tell you the truth, it was very interesting, it was important, but not too innovative,” he said of the first results ...
EU sees conflict of interest with Eutelsat’s investment in OneWeb
With this satellite constellation, the company aims to provide the world’s first-ever global pole-to-pole 5G coverage network dedicated to massive machine-to-machine (M2M) and IoT communication.
OQ Technology Ready to Launch World’s First 5G IoT Satellite Aboard the SpaceX Transporter-2 Mission, via Launch Services Contract with Spaceflight Inc.
Viasat Inc. (NASDAQ: VSAT), a global communications company, today announced the first satellite in its ViaSat-3 global constellation, which will serve the Americas and the surrounding oceans regions, ...
ViaSat Prepares to Launch First Satellite in Higher-Capacity Constellation
NEW YORK, NY, June 14, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- via NewMediaWire -- AdvanceTC Limited (NSX:A88, OTCQB:ATCLF): The global satellite communication market was estimated at $56.01 billion in 2019 and is ...
AdvanceTC Issues Updated Investor Guide; Unique Position in the Satellite and Space Market
(Airman 1st ... the satellite could provide a connection node with beyond-line-of-sight forces. This space vehicle would use the vantage of orbit to connect — via Link 16 — systems that would ...
Viasat to add military-grade encryption to experimental Link 16 satellite
Based on Maxar’s 1300-series satellite bus, SXM 8 will provide radio programming to SiriusXM’s subscribers across North America. The Falcon 9 first ... propel the SXM 8 communications ...
Falcon 9 launch timeline with SXM 8
Dutch performance monitoring company We4Sea and Inmarsat, the world leader in global, mobile satellite communications ... coincides with news of a first We4Sea-Inmarsat collaboration to secure ...
We4sea Signs Up As Inmarsat Application Provider As Roll Group Takes Vessel Performance Monitoring Package Fleet-Wide
SpaceX’s 16th Falcon 9 launch of the year on Wednesday May 26 lifted off with 60 Starlink satellites to finish the first ... every satellite connected to each other through laser communications ...
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